Given a set S of n points in k-dimensional space, and an L t metric, the dynamic closest pair problem is de ned as follows: nd a closest pair of S after each update of S (the insertion or the deletion of a point). For xed dimension k and xed metric L t , we give a data structure of size O(n) that maintains a closest pair of S in O(log n) time per insertion and deletion. The running time of algorithm is optimal up to constant factor because (log n) is a lower bound, in algebraic decision-tree model of computation, on the time complexity of any algorithm that maintains the closest pair (for k = 1). The algorithm is based on the fair-split tree. The constant factor in the update time is exponential in the dimension. We modify the fair-split tree to reduce it.
Introduction
The dynamic closest pair problem is one of the very well-studied proximity problem in computational geometry 6, 17{20, 22, 24{26, 28{31]. We are given a set S of n points in k-dimensional space, k 1, and a distance metric L t , for 1 t 1. The point set is modi ed by insertions and deletions of points. Each point p is given as a k-tuple of real numbers (p 1 ; : : :; p k ).
The closest pair of S is a pair (p; q) of distinct points p; q 2 S such that the distance between p and q is minimal. The dynamic closest pair problem is de ned as follows: nd a closest pair (any) of S after each update of S.
We assume that the dimension k and the distance metric L t are xed. We use d(p; q) to denote the distance between p and q.
A survey can be found in Schwarz's Ph.D. Thesis 24] . For the static closest pair problem and dimension k = 2, Shamos and Hoey 23] gave an algorithm with running time of O(n log n). Shortly after that, Bentley and Shamos 5] obtained this result for general dimension k 2. In the on-line closest pair problem only insertions are allowed. For this problem Smid 28 ] obtained a data structure of size O(n) that supports insertions in O(log k?1 n) amortized time. Schwarz, Smid and Snoeyink 26] presented a data structure of size O(n) that maintains the closest pair in O(log n) amortized time per insertion.
Several algorithms are obtained for the dynamic closest pair problem 19, 20, 22, 24, 29{31] . In 20, 22, 29] the problem is solved with O( p n log n) update time using O(n) space.
In 19] Kapoor and Smid gave data structures of size S(n) that maintain the closest pair in U(n) amortized time per update, where for k 3, size S(n) = O(n) and time U(n) = O(log k?1 n log log n); for k = 2, size S(n) = O(n log n=(log log n) m ) and time U(n) = O(log n log log n); for k = 2, size S(n) = O(n) and time U(n) = O(log 2 n=(log log n) m ) (m is an arbitrary non-negative integer constant). In 6] the author obtained an algorithm with O(log k+1 n log log n) update time and O(n log k?2 n) space. Callahan and Kosaraju 13] developed a tree-maintenance technique to solve a general class of dynamic problems. This technique can be used to maintain the closest pair in O(log 2 n) time and O(n) space.
We give a linear size data structure that maintains the closest pair in O(log n) time per update. The algorithm is deterministic and the update time is worst-case. The algorithm ts in the algebraic computation tree model. In the algebraic computation tree model, there is a lower bound of (n log n) on the time complexity of any algorithm that solves the static closest pair problem for dimension k = 1 3, 21] . So the running time of our algorithm is optimal up to a constant factor. Our algorithm is based on the following idea. We use a hierarchical subdivision of space into boxes. Several proximity algorithms build hierarchical subdivisions of space 33, 15, 14, 28, 25, 24, 2, 12, 13] . These subdivisions di er by the shape of boxes, the overlap allowance, the manner of box splitting, the number of points in a box stored at a leaf. Our algorithm maintains almost cubical boxes. The boxes are split by almost middle cutting 7] which is similar to fair split 12, 13, 11] . Any smallest box contains exactly one of the given points. For each point we store some neighbor points. The closest pair is one of these pairs. To maintain e ciently these pairs we apply the dynamic trees of Sleator and Tarjan 27] . To insert a point we implement the point location. The point location also uses the dynamic trees. The idea to use dynamic trees for point location in hierarchical subdivisions is due to Cohen and Tamassia 15] and Chiang, Preparata and Tamassia 14]. Schwarz 24] applied the dynamic trees for the on-line closest pair problem and obtained an algorithm with worst-case O(log n) time per insertion and O(n) space. Our hierarchical subdivision is similar to the box decomposition of 1] and the fair-split tree of 13]. In 13, 1] the point location uses the topology tree of Frederickson 16] . The topology tree is based on dynamic trees of Sleator and Tarjan 27] .
In Section 2 we describe the fair-split tree. In Section 3 we show how to maintain the fairsplit tree (without point location). Section 4 explains how to maintain neighbor information of points and the closest pair. In Section 5 we brie y recall the dynamic trees. In Section 6 we show how to implement the search on the dynamic trees. In Section 7 we discuss how to reduce the constant factors in the update time. Finally, in Section 8 we give some concluding remarks.
The fair-split tree
The fair-split tree is a hierarchical subdivision of space into boxes. We de ne a box to be the product a 1 ; a 1 0 ) : : : a k ; a k 0 ) of k semiclosed intervals. The i-th side of this box is the interval a i ; a i 0 ). If all sides have the same length, we say that the box is a k-cube. The cubes are useful in some proximity algorithms (for example, the all-nearest-neighbors algorithm of Vaidya 32, 33] ). Unfortunately we cannot directly use cubes in a subdivision of space for the dynamic problem, because splitting a cube by a hyperplane x i = const does not give cubes.
Another way is the using of the almost cubical boxes 7] and a fair-split 12, 13, 11, 10] or an almost middle cut 7] . The almost middle cut is similar to the fair split (but there is a di erence in the de nitions). In this paper, for the split of boxes, we use the de nition of 7] but we shall call it the fair split. The fair-split tree is also applied to other dynamic problems 10, 8, 9] .
The constant factors in the update and query time are exponential in the dimension. To decrease the constant factors we generalize the fair split by introducing a separator s > 1.
In fact both the fair split 12, 13, 11] and the almost middle cut 7] use the separator that is equal 2. We establish geometric criteria for the fair split with separator to be suitable for maintenance of the fair-split tree. The separator must be at least Golden Ratio The fair-split operation generates a relation on the set of boxes.
De nition 2.3 Let A and B be k-dimensional boxes. The box A is said to be an s-subbox of B if A can be constructed from B by applying a (possibly empty) sequence of fair splits. We shall write B ; A. For k = 1, we shall say that A is an s-sub-interval of B.
In fact the relation of s-sub-box is the product of s-sub-interval relation. The constant factors in the update time depend on the separation as ((s + 2)(s + 1)) k . Decreasing the separator reduces these factors.
We do not include the condition of almost cubical boxes into the de nition of the fair split of boxes although we shall apply fair split only for such boxes. The almost cubical boxes can be obtained from cubes by repeatedly applying a fair split by a hyperplane perpendicular to one of the longest side of box.
De nition 2.7 Let B be a box with sides s 1 ; : : :; s k . The box B is said to be an s-box if, for any i; j 2 f1; : : :; kg, s i s j 2 1 1 + s ; 1 + s]:
The fair-split tree is a binary tree T. With each node v of the tree T, we store a box B(v) and a shrunken box SB(v). The boxes satisfy the following conditions.
1. For any node v, the boxes B(v) and SB(v) are s-boxes. 3 The maintenance of the fair-split tree
In this Section we shall show how to maintain the fair-split tree T under insertions and deletions of points. The deletion is simpler than insertion and we consider the deletion rst.
Let p be a point to be deleted. Let us w be a leaf corresponding p, i.e. point p 2 B(w), v be the parent of w and u 6 = w be the sibling of v. We consider 2 cases.
1) u is a leaf (see Fig. 2 a) ). Then set SB(v) = B(v) and delete the leaves u and w. 2) u is an internal node (see Fig. 2 b) ). Then delete the node w, set B(u) = B(v), and collapse the edge (u; v), i.e. set parent(u) = parent(v), delete the node v, and rename the node u as v. Now consider the insertion. Let p be a point to be inserted. The insertion algorithm has two steps. First we nd the smallest box containing the point p. Then we update a nite set of nodes and boxes of the tree T. The rst step uses the point location algorithm that is described in Section 5. After point location there are 3 cases.
1. The point p does not belong to B(v root ), where v root is the root of T. 2. The point p belongs to the box B(v), where v is a leaf (see Fig. 2 a) ). 3. The point p belongs to the set B(v) n SB(v) for some node v (see Fig. 2 b) ).
The cases 1 and 2 can be handled similarly to case 3. Consider the case 3. We want 4 The maintenance of the closest pair
To maintain the closest pair we shall store the set E of some pairs of points of S.
De nition
The set E contains the neighbor pairs. It is clear that the closest pair of S is a neighbor pair of S and the closest pair belongs to E.
Let a heap H store the distances of the pairs of E. The heap item is the pair of the points. The key of the item (p; q) is the L t -distance d(p; q). The pair of points with minimal key is a closest pair of S.
With each point p 2 S, we store a list E p = fq j (p; q) 2 Eg. With each point q in E p , we store a pointer to the item (p; q) of the heap H. It is easy to see that the set of all pairs satisfy the invariant. We maintain the additional invariant that, for any p 2 S, the number of incident pairs in E is at most constant, i.e. jE p j = O(1). This gives us a linear bound on jEj. We can bound jE p j by the following statement.
Statement 4.4 For any point p 2 S, the number of non-rejected pairs (p; q) 2 S is at most O(1). 1 We shall de ne by (a; b) either an unordered pair fa; bg or an ordered pair a; b], using the context to resolve the ambiguity.
Let N k = (24k + 1) k . We shall prove that the number of non-rejected pairs incident to a point p is at most N k (for the separation s = 2). It is important that this bound is independent of n. Proof. We can assume that, for any i, the intersection S i \ S 6 = ; and there exists a point q 2 S i \ S such that the pair (p; q) is non-rejected. (In fact we can recognize whether an empty set S i \ S exists in O(N) time. For an index j, the set S i \ S is empty if and only if any leaf below the node v j has an ancestor which is a descendant of v j .)
Choose a box B(v i ) of minimum diameter. Let = d(B(v i )). First we shall prove that, for any point q at distance greater than (2 + s) from p, the pair (p; q) is rejected. We consider three cases. 
Case 2. Proof. Fix any j 2 f1; : : :; Ng. Choose the point q 2 S j such that d(p; q) (2 + 
s) .
Note that the box B(v root ) corresponding to the root of T contains the point q and any box B(v); v 2 V . We shall show that q is included in S j together with some s-box C, any side of C is at least =((1 + s)k). If S j = B(v j ) then C = B(v j ). Otherwise choose the minimal box B(u), u 2 T that contains the point q and at least one box B(v) for some v 2 V .
We distinguish two cases. In the rst case, the point q belongs to the box SB(u). Note that B(v) SB(u). Then the fair split of the box SB(u) separates the point q and the box B(v), i.e. the point q 2 B(u 1 ), the box B(v) B(u 2 ) where u 1 ; u 2 are the sons of u. Note that d(B(u 2 )) , the length of the longest side of B(u 2 ) is at least =k, and the length of the shortest side of B(u 2 ) is at least =((1 + s)k). The sides of box B(u 1 ) are equal to the sides of box B(u 2 ) except for those that are a part of the partitioned side of box B(u). Now consider the second part of this side. If it is a longest side of B(u 2 ) then the corresponding side of B(u 1 ) has length at least =((1 + s)k). Otherwise one of the sides of B(u 1 ) has length at least =k. Hence any side of B(u 1 ) has length at least =((1 + s)k). In the rst case the point q is included in S j together with the box B(u 1 ) and any side of B(u 1 ) is at least =((1 + s)k).
In the second case, the point q does not belong to the box SB(u), i.e. the point q 2 B(u) n SB(u). Note The insertion algorithm uses Theorem 4.6 if the set V contains more than N k nodes. We describe the algorithm to re ne the set V (in Section 7 we give e ective algorithms to re ne node sets in searching E p and A(v)).
Algorithm REFINE(V) ( this algorithm is used in searching for E p ) The insertion of the point p causes insertion of some pairs into E and deletion of some pairs from E. Let us look at the updates of boxes. Note that the boxes, corresponding to the nodes, are only inserted and, in the case B(v root ), are enlarged. Hence to prove that the invariant holds for E we need not insert pairs that are not incident to an inserted point. Using the dynamic tree we nd at most N k pairs that are adjacent to p. Add these pairs into E. Now in fact the invariant holds for E. However, for some points, the number of incident pairs may exceed N k . These points are adjacent to p and can be determined when adding pairs into E. For these points, we remove some pairs from E using Theorem 4.6. Now we consider the deletion of the point p. The deletion causes insertion of some pairs into E and deletion of some pairs from E. Delete the pairs adjacent to p, i.e. the set f(p; q) j q 2 S; (p; q) 2 Eg. Note that always two boxes are deleted. These boxes are the results of a fair split of the box SB(parent(w)) where the node w corresponds to p.
We consider the deletion of the box B(v). Suppose that the pair (a; b) was rejected (and was not included in E) by (v) , we renew the set E a . This gives the set E, for which the invariant is ful lled (if we renew the sets for both deleted boxes). For the points q 2 S, jE q j > N k , remove some points from E q using Theorem 4.6. Now the second invariant (jE q j N k , for any q 2 S) holds.
In the rest of this Section we prove the analog of Theorem 4.6 for A(v). Denote M k = (36k + 19) k . To nd a set A(v) we use a search on the dynamic tree. As in nding of E p we bound the number of nodes that are used in search at the same time. We shall prove that this number is at most M k (for the separation s = 2). Let V = fv 1 ; : : :; v N g be a set of these nodes. We associate the set 
Dynamic tree
In this Section we shall brie y describe the dynamic tree. We use the dynamic tree to implement the point location and other searches on the fair-split tree.
A dynamic tree (T) , based on the binary tree T, has the same nodes and the same edges as T. The dynamic tree is a partition of edges into two kinds, solid and dashed, with property that each node has at most one child linked to it by a solid edge. Thus the solid edges de ne a collection of solid paths that partition the vertices. (A vertex with no incident solid edges is a one-vertex solid path). The head of the path is its bottommost node; the tail is its topmost node.
For a node v of T, let size(v) be the number of nodes in the subtree of T rooted at v. Let (v; w) be an edge of T from v to its parent w. The edge is heavy if size(v) > size(w)=2 and light otherwise. A node v of (T) ful lls the size invariant if, for each edge e to one of its children, e is solid if it is heavy and light if it is dashed. We say that the size invariant holds for the dynamic tree (T) if it holds for each node of T. (ii) If node w has parent v, rank(w) rank(v), with the inequality strict if w is external. If w has grandparent u, rank(w) < rank(u).
Each internal node v of biased binary tree contains four pointers 27]: bleft(v) and bright(v), which point to the left and right child of v, and bhead(v) and btail(v), which point to the head and tail of the subpath corresponding to v (the leftmost and rightmost external descendants of v). For a topmost node v of a solid path P, there is the pointer pt root(v) to the root of the path tree for P.
Lemma 5.1 ( 27] ) If v is a leaf of a biased binary tree with root u, the depth of v is at most 2(rank(u) ? rank(v)) 2 log(weight(u)=weight(v))+ 4.
The updates of T can be performed using the following operations 4] on rooted trees. link(v; w): If v is the root of one tree and w is a node in another tree, combine the trees containing v and w by adding an edge joining v and w.
cut(v; w): If there is an edge joining v and w, delete it, thereby breaking the tree containing v and w into two trees, one containing v and one containing w.
The time bound of these operations is O(log n). This gives the following result.
Lemma 5.2 The dynamic tree can be maintained under insertions and deletions of points in O(log n) time per update.
Searching
In this Section we discuss the search algorithms. We have to implement point location and the search for the sets E p and A(v).
Point location
Let p be a point in k-dimensional space. The nodes of T whose boxes contain p form the path (if p 2 B(v root )). We have to compute the bottommost node of this path. Our point location algorithm is similar to the algorithm of Schwarz 24] . The algorithm processes a sequence of solid paths of the dynamic tree. For any solid path P of this sequence, the box of the topmost node of P contains p.
We start the algorithm with the solid path containing the root. If the box B(v root ) does not contain p then the algorithm returns null.
Now assume that the algorithm has reached the topmost node of the solid path P, and p is contained in the box of that node. We nd the lowest node v on P whose box still contains the query point p. At this point we continue the search with a dashed edge (v; u) such that p 2 B(u). It is clear that the node u is the topmost node of the next solid path.
Now we describe the search on the solid path P. The algorithm start with the root u of the path tree. We execute the following step until u is a leaf of the path tree. Follow the pointer from u to the rightmost leaf in the u's left subtree. This node is btail(bleft(u)). 
In fact we check these conditions when we add a node to node set. 
The conditions 4, 5 and 7 can be computed in O(k) time. We can achieve the same time bound for the conditions 6 and 8. The main problem is how to compute S j . Recall that S j = B(v j ) n S B(v i ) B(v j ) B(v i ) for a node v j 2 node set. Instead of computing this set, we compute its subset such that Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 still hold.
Let w be a node of some path tree and w is added to node set (v j = btail(w)). Let q 2 R k be a point such that the point location of p visits w. It is clear that q 2 S j . In fact we can take the set of such points to be S j . In other words, we can de ne S j = B(btail(w)) n B(btail(lson(u)), if w is right son of u B(btail(w)), otherwise
The set S j is either a box or the set theoretical di erence between two boxes. This de nition of set S j is similar to the de nition of cells 1] (box cells and doughnut cells). The conditions 6 and 8 can be computed in O(k) time.
In practice, we don't need to store the at most jN k j (jM k j for A(v)) nodes in node set. We can prune node set at the moment we add a node to node set. To do this we store d min (p; S j ) (d min (S j ; B(v)) for A(v)) in a heap corresponding to node set. Then the cost of insertion a node to node set is O(k + log N k ) = O(k log k) (O(k + log M k ) = O(k log k) for A(v)). The deletion of a node from node set take O(k + log N k ) = O(k log k) (O(k + log M k ) = O(k log k) for A(v)) time. Hence the search for E p (for A(v)) takes O(kN k log k log n) (resp. O(kM k log k log n)) time.
Now consider the insertion of the point p. Recall that after nding E p we have to prune the sets E q ; q 2 E p containing greater than N k points. We can prune a set E q in O(k + log N k ) time. We shall store two heaps to node q. The keys are the distances d(B(r)) and d min (q; B(r)), r 2 E q (for these points S j = B(r)). The total time of insertion the point p is O(kN k log k log n + N k (k + log N k )) = O(kN k log k log n).
We now consider the deletion of the node v. Recall that after nding A(v), for each a 2 A(v), we delete the set E a , nd the set E a , using the search for E p , prune E b ; b 2 E a , if jE b j > N k , The corresponding costs are O(M k N k log N k ), O(kM k N k log N k log n) and O(M k N k log N k ). The total running time of the deletion algorithm is O(kM k N k log k log n). 
Conclusion
We have presented an algorithm for maintaining the closest pair in O(log n) time per update, using O(n) space. The running time of the algorithm is optimal up to a constant factor in the algebraic decision-tree model of computation. The algorithm can be adapted (by changing some constants, including N k ) for another metric such that d(p; q) = O (d 1 (p; q) ). In fact the algorithm can give the list of the closest pairs (if any) in the time proportional to its number.
